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ABSTRACT 

Background and objectives: Mothers’ knowledge and practices regarding breastfeeding 

often result in difficulties in feeding especially when feeding for the first time. The 

study’s aim is to assess knowledge, attitude, and practice towards breastfeeding among 

mothers attending Maternity Teaching Hospital in Erbil city. 

Methods: A cross–sectional design and quasi experimental were used to achieve the 

study objectives at two stages. For the first stage, a non-random consecutive sampling 

method was adopted and involved (1000) mothers who were undergoing delivery 

regardless to the type of delivery. For the second stage, a simple random sampling 

method was adopted by including (100) mothers to study the effects of health education 

on mothers’ behavior regarding the position and attachment of breastfeeding process. 

Results: The study found that almost 73.7% of mothers have a knowledge about the 

benefits of breastfeeding for mothers and their babies but they don’t have good 

information about exclusive breastfeeding. Up to 74.1% of them thought exclusive 

breastfeeding means feeding babies with breast milk and water and 13.7% were exclusive 

breastfed but in the second stage 50% were exclusive breastfeeding .61.7% of mothers 

know that first breast feeding has to be initiated after 1 hour of child life. 50.5% of 

mothers know that children need 6 months of exclusive Breast feeding. Mothers attitude 

was positive (50% agree with the items, and 49.4% of mothers have good practices at the 

first stage), while all mother’s practice improved after the second stage. 

Conclusion: Mothers have positive Knowledge, attitude and practice concerning to 

Breastfeeding. Comprehensive health education of the mothers by programs especially 

modulated to suit the different educational levels of parents using mass media and other 

applicable measures and Significant statistical association between pre and post 

intervention phase.   
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INTRODUCTION 

    According to World Health Organization (WHO) and United Nations 

Children’s Fund (UNICEF), Breastfeeding is one of the most effective ways 

to ensure child health and survival. However, nearly 2 out of 3 infants are not 

exclusively breastfed for the recommended 6 months—a rate that has not 

improved in 2 decades. Breast milk is the ideal food for infants. It is safe, 

clean and contains antibodies which help protect against many common 

childhood illnesses. Breast milk provides all the energy and nutrients that the 

infant needs for the first months of life, and it continues to provide up to half 

or more of a child’s nutritional needs during the second half of the first year, 

and up to one third during the second year of life (WHO,2020)  

Internationally, sub-optimal BF still accounts for an assessed 1.4 million 

deaths in children under five years annually. On average, only around 35% of 

infants under 6 months are exclusively breastfed (EB) globally (WHO, 2010). 

Only 38% of children less than six months of age in the developing world are 

EB and just 39% of the 20-23 months-old ones benefit from the continued BF 

(UNICEF, 2013). The advanced of international BF rates in the last decade 

about 39 percent of children <6 months of age in the developing world are 

EB (UNICEF, 2015). 

BF is not only important for feeding and protecting children from 

diseases but also plays an important role in establishing a vital and 

psychological link between the infant and the mother. About 32.4% of the 

children were breastfed during the first hour of birth, and (26%) of children 

aged (0-5) months receive EBF and (85%) of children aged (6-8) months 

receive solid food or semi-solid and (45%) of children aged (6-23) months 

obtain the minimum dietary range, and (45%) of children continue breast-
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feeding in the first year of those aged (12 -15) months. While 27% of the 

children continued to BF until two years and age ranging from 20-23 months 

(UNICEF, 2013).  

According to the general characteristics of early breast-feeding, it is 

higher in central and southern Iraq if compared to Kurdistan Region. At the 

same time, it higher in rural when compared to urban areas. For educated 

mothers, the rate of natural childbirth is higher when compared to caesarean 

birth. While the number of children receiving the smallest amount of food 

diversity increases with higher education and older age, especially 18 months 

and above (UNICEF, 2018).  

There is an increasing evidence that EBF up to six-month of age has 

profound biological effects and important consequences on health and 

nutritional outcomes of children. The immunological properties of breast 

milk (BM) contribute to ensuring adequate nutritional status, proper growth 

and develop morbidity prevention capacity in child body. In addition, EBF 

substantially reduces the risk of morbidity and mortality from infectious 

diseases by eliminating the chance of contamination from formula milk or 

other fluids and food (Khan and Islam, 2017). 

The impotency of BF 

    Breast milk promotes sensory and cognitive development, and protects the 

infant against infectious and chronic diseases. Exclusive breastfeeding 

reduces infant mortality due to common childhood illnesses such as diarrhea 

or pneumonia, and helps for a quicker recovery during illness (WHO,2020). 

The aim of the study  
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The main aim of the study was to assess Knowledge, Attitude and Practice 

towards EBF among mothers attending Erbil's Maternity Teaching Hospital 

(EMTH). 

Specific objectives 

This study was carried out: - 

1. Assess the knowledge and attitude of mothers towards EBF  

2. Determine the practice of the mothers towards BF. 

3. To find out the socio demographic and obstetric factors that affect 

mothers’ practices on their outlook of EBF. 

4. Educate the mothers about the correct method of infant mother position 

and attachment  

5. To assess the BF process through grading infant mother position and 

infant attachment during BF practice. 

6. To compare the grading before and after the education process. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

1.1 Definition of EBF 

 

The EBF is defined as “an infant’s feeding of Human Milk (HM) with no 

supplementation of any type (no water, no juice, no nonhuman milk, and no 

foods) excluding for vitamins, minerals, and medications until six months 

(WHO, 2010). Infants should be exclusively breastfed for the first six months 

of life to achieve optimal growth, development and health. Thereafter, to 

meet their evolving nutritional requirements, infants should receive 

nutritionally adequate and safe complementary foods, while continuing to 

breastfeed for up to two years or beyond.(WHO,2020) 

 Death from infectious diseases during the first two months of infant 

life who are not breastfed are nearly six times more than infants who are 

breastfed; and between 2 - 3 months, non-breastfed infants are 4 times more 

likely to die if compared to breastfed infants (WHO, 2010). Globally in 2019, 

144 million children under 5 were assessed to be stunted (too short for age), 

47 million were estimated to be wasted (too thin for height), and 38.3 million 

were overweight or obese and about 40% of infants aged 0–6 months old are 

EB (WHO, 2020).  EBF is one of the main plans which help the most widely 

known and effective intervention for preventing early childhood deaths. 

Every year, optimal breastfeeding practices can prevent about 1.4 million 

deaths worldwide among children under five (Dukuzumuremyi et al, 2020). 

1.2. Benefits of BF  

1.2.1. Benefits of BF for children 

BF ensures natural, complete and complex nutrition for infants. To 

date, over 200 mechanisms have been identified in BM and each plays a role 

javascript:;
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in baby’s nutrition, development/growth, as well as the development of the 

immune and nervous system. The first 6 months BF provides all the calories 

a baby needs through providing a perfect combination of proteins, fats, 

carbohydrate and fluids. Due to its chemical formulation that is easily 

digested, breastfed babies have fewer digestive worries and indigestion. BM 

contains antibodies that can protect infants from bacterial and viral infections 

and it helps the child to fight germs then to reduce the risk of developing 

infections. Therefore, breastfed babies have fewer infections in their early 

life, less diarrhea and vomiting, chest and ear infections (UNICEF, 2010). At 

the same time, BF protects against the major childhood diseases such as 

diarrhea, allergic diseases, obesity, otitis media, gastroenteritis, respiratory 

illness, sudden infant death syndrome, obesity, hypertension, diabetes, 

childhood leukemia, childhood lymphoma, and inflammatory and bowel 

diseases (WHO, 2012).  Finally, breast-milk is also an important source of 

energy the nutrients in children aged 6–23 months. It can provide half or 

more of the child’s energy needs between the ages of 6 and 12 months, and 

one- third of energy needs for children aged between 12 and 24 months. 

Breast-milk is also a critical source of energy and nutrients during illness, and 

reduces mortality among children who are malnourished (WHO, 2020). 

BF also increases the attachment between the BF mother and her baby 

during childhood and later development.  Many psychologists argue that 

during the first 7-8 months of infant’s life, the infant focuses his or her 

specific attachment. Long-term BF helps mother to be these specific 

individuals and build this bond with their baby. Mothers who breastfeed for a 

longer period may be more motivated to continue as their infant clearly 

demonstrates his/her need to be close and comforted by the mother 

individuals (Benoit, 2004).   
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1.2.2 Benefits of BF for the mothers   

The health advantages that an infant receives from the mother through 

BF are directly related to mother’s health. It provides the mother with 

protection against health-related problems in later life. Women who 

breastfeed have lower rates of cervical, ovarian, and breast cancer than 

women that have never breastfed. In addition, BF offers some protection 

from age related bone problems such as osteoporosis and hip fractures 

(William & Lee, 2014).  

        In mothers, breastfeeding has been shown to decrease the frequency of        

hemorrhage, postpartum depression, breast cancer, ovarian and endometrial 

cancer, as well as facilitating weight loss (Dukuzumuremyi et al, 2020). 

Although the literature is not conclusive on this matter, there is an 

assumption of lowering the risk of postpartum depression, a serious 

psychological problem that attack fertile mothers after they deliver their 

baby.  This disorder poses risks not only to the mother’s health but also to the 

health of her child, particularly when she is unable to care her infant fully. 

The aims of infant nourishment are to provide all of the nutrients and energy 

required for growth and evolution in the 12 months post-partum. Recently, 

there has been increasing emphasis on optimizing growth to achieve the best 

health outcomes over the “whole life”. Early-life nutrition now aims at 

improving growth, as would be the case in many other species. Human 

newborns are also exclusive amongst animal species in that they require 

weaning foods when BM by itself is no longer sufficient and adult foods are 

not yet suitable (William & Lee, 2014). 

javascript:;
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1.2. 3.  Psychological benefits of BF 

    BF helps a mother and baby to form a close, loving relationship, which 

makes mothers feel deeply satisfied emotionally. Close contact immediately 

after delivery helps this relationship to develop. This process is called 

bonding. Babies cry less and they may develop faster if they stay close to 

their mothers and breastfeed immediately after delivery (Gribble, 2006).  

BF produces the naturally soothing hormones oxytocin and prolactin that 

promote stress reduction and positive feelings in the nursing mother at same 

time it is increased confidence and self-esteem and increased calmness. 

Breastfed babies cry less overall, and have fewer incidences of childhood 

illness. Breastfeeding can support the wellness of body, mind, and spirit for 

the whole family ( Krol and  Grossmann , 2018). 

1.3. EBF trends in the developing world. 

   Trend data suggest that the prevalence of EBF among infants younger than 

six months in developing countries has increased from 33% in 1995 to 39% 

in 2010. The prevalence increased in almost all regions in the developing 

world, with the biggest improvement seen in West and Central Africa (Cai et 

al, 2012). 

1.4. Determinants of EBF 

Factors or conditions that encourage or hinder the practice of EBF are 

complex and vary from one country to another and/or between different 

groups in the same country. Some are biological and beyond people’s control 

while others are combinations of economic, environmental, cultural, or social 

factors. Most of these determinants have been extensively studied and 

documented in recent years. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Krol%20KM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29934681
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Grossmann%20T%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29934681
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A study was conducted to examine the perceived incentives and 

barriers to EBF among pre-urban Ghanaian women found that; supposed 

milk insufficiency, family pressure, breast and nipple problems, and maternal 

employment are barriers to EBF.  Epidemiological evidence strongly 

supports the need for strengthening BF promotion, protection, and support 

worldwide, with particular emphasis in the endorsement of EBF and the 

timely initiation of BF within one hour after birth (Pérez et al, 2012). In 

Southern Zambia, and Mazabuka, feelings of BM inadequacy, perception of 

“bad milk”, limited knowledge about EBF, and conventional family 

expectations were identified as obstacles to EBF (Fjeld et al, 2008).  The 

author suggests that time required on the job influences BF duration: mothers 

with flexible employment and part-time workers consistently had higher rates 

and longer BF duration than those who are working full time. Thus, work is 

among the major reasons in which infants are not breastfed properly (Lauer et 

al, 2019). 

Cultural beliefs and practices could also be a reason to cease EBF. For 

instance, a study conducted in India, Delhi about the influence of socio-

cultural beliefs on BF indicated that BF was initiated late by mothers mainly 

due to family rituals and interference of elderly females. Moreover, their 

cultural practices mainly supported the avoidance of colostrum which is the 

crucial nutrient for newborns (Subbiah & Jeganathan, 2012). On the contrary, 

a study conducted in rural Thailand showed that mother’s attitude towards 

EBF was neutral and that their family structure was not associated to their 

attitude (Johansson and Westmar, 2013).  

The social relationship of mothers is directly related to their 

involvement in the social networks and support groups. It is true that people 

affected by social relationships in different ways depending on the stage of 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lauer%20EA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30781764
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their life. For example, while marriage and other intimate relationships seem 

to be the key social connections for adults, peer relationships are more 

influential for adolescents. Similarly, parental relationships are generally the 

biggest social influence on the health of children (Umberson & Reczek, 

2010). 

1.5. Ten steps to successful BF  

 

The following steps are recommended to facilities providing maternity 

services and care for newborn (Ballard & Morrow, 2013): 

1. Have written breast-feeding policy that is routinely communicated to all 

health care staff. 

2. Train all health care staff on skills necessary to implement this policy. 

3. Inform all pregnant woman about the benefits and management of BF. 

4. Help mothers initiate BF within half hour of birth.  

5. Show mothers how to breast feed and how maintain lactation even if they 

should be separated from their infant. 

6. Give newborns no food or drink other than BM, unless medically indicated. 

7. Practice rooming in; allow mothers and newborns to remain together 24 

hours a day. 

8. Encourage breast-feeding demand. 

9. Give no artificial teats or pacifiers (also called dummies or soother) to breast-

feeding infant. 

10. Foster the establishment of breast-feeding support groups, and refer mothers 

to them on discharge form the hospital or clinic. 
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2.6. Composition of BM  

  The composition of HM is the biologic standard for infant nutrition. BM 

also contains thousands of different bioactive molecules that protect against 

infection and inflammation and contribute to immune maturation, organ 

development, and healthy microbial foundation. Some of these molecules, 

e.g., lactoferrin, are being investigated as novel therapeutic agents (Ballard & 

Morrow, 2013) as shown in table 1.1. 

 

Table 1.1: Composition of BM ( Ballard & Morrow, 2013) 

Composition / 100 ml BM 

Calories  75 

Protein(g) 1.1 

Lactalbumin (%) 80 

Casein (%) 20 

Water (ml) 87.1 

Fat (g) 4.0 

CHO(g) 9.5 

Minerals 

Na(mg) 16.0 

K(mg) 51.0 

Ca(mg) 33.0 

P(mg) 14.0 

Mg(mg) 4.0 

Fe(mg) 0.1 

Zn(mg) 0.15 

Vitamins 

A(IU) 240.0 

C(mg) 5.0 

D(IU) 2.2 

E(IU) 0.18 

Thiamine(mg)  0.01 

Riboflavin (mg) 0.04 

Niacin (mg) 0.2 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Ballard%20O%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23178060
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Morrow%20AL%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23178060
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Morrow%20AL%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23178060
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Ballard%20O%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23178060
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Morrow%20AL%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23178060
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1.7 Summary of differences between BM, animal milk and formula   

   Mothers’ individual milk is the best source of nutrition for nearly all 

infants. Beyond somatic growth, BM as a biologic fluid has a variety of other 

benefits, including modulation of postnatal intestinal function, immune 

ontogeny, and brain development. Although BF is highly recommended, BF 

may not always be possible, suitable or solely adequate. Infant formula is an 

industrially produced substitute for infant consumption. Infant formula 

attempts to mimic the nutritional composition of BM as closely as possible, 

and is based on cow’s milk or soymilk. Table 1.2 shows the differences 

between BM and formula (Martin et al, 2016). 

Table 1.2: Differences between BM, animal milk, and formula  

Content HM Animal milk Formula 

Bacterial 

contaminates 
None Likely 

Likely when 

mixed 

Anti-infective 

factors 
Present Not present Not present 

Growth factors Present Not present Not present 

Protein 
Correct amount 

easy to digest 

Too much 

difficult to digest 
Partly corrected 

Fat 

Enough essential 

fatty acids lipase 

to digest 

Lacks essential 

fatty acid 

No lipase 

Lacks essential 

fatty acid 

No lipase 

Iron 
Small amount 

well absorbed 

Small amount 

not well 

absorbed 

Extra added not 

well absorbed 

Vitamins Enough 
No enough A and 

C 
Vitamins added 

Water Enough Extra needed May need extra 
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1.8 Risks of artificial feeding 

When BF is not exclusively practiced, infant formulas are generally 

used. The WHO International Code of Promotion of BM alternates requires 

that parents be fully informed about the health risks of needless or improper 

use of infant formula. This brief annotated bibliography gives some examples 

from the extensive body of research documenting the importance of BF, and 

in turn the associated risks of formula feeding (Sterken, 2006). 

Table1.3: Risks of artificial feeding for baby and mother (Ballard & 

Morrow, 2013). 

For baby For mother 

Persistent diarrhea More allergy and milk intolerance 

Respiratory infection Increase of some chronic diseases 

Malnutrition Over weight 

Vitamin A deficiency Lower scores on intelligence tests 

More likely to die 
Increased risk of anemia, ovarian and 

breast cancer 

1.9 Definitions 

 BF is the normal way of providing young infants with the nutrients 

they need for healthy growth and development.  Colostrum, the yellowish 

sticky BM produced at the end of pregnancy is recommended by WHO as the 

perfect food for the newborn and feeding should be initiated within the first 

hour after birth (WHO, 2016). Mixed feeding: Giving a baby some BM and 

any other fluid or feeds, even a teaspoon of water. Pre-lacteal feeding: When 

an infant is fed something other than BM within the first three days of life 

(WHO, 2011). 

Public Acceptance: Interventions to increase public acceptance of BF 

include legislation ensuring the right to breastfeed, programs to improve 

acceptance of BF in public places such as restaurants, stores, and libraries, 

the placement of nursing mothers’ lounges in public areas, interventions 
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aimed at child care facilities that care for breastfed infants and children, and 

the inclusion of BF in various curricula aimed at school-aged children 

(Shealy et al, 2005).Gravidity and parity: They are two rapports that refer to 

the number of times a female has been pregnant (gravidity) and carried the 

pregnancies to a viable gestational age (parity). These terms are usually 

coupled, sometimes with additional terms, to indicate more details of the 

woman's obstetric history (Creinin & Simhan, 2009). 

1.10 Practices of EBF  

Recommended BF practices are a crucial and cost-effective way to 

help solve the dual burden of the nutritional transition in many low and 

middle-income countries. They greatly impact low-resource populations 

(Fernald, 2007). Early introduction of complementary feeding escalates the 

risk of diarrhea, malnutrition and death (WHO, 2012). Mexico has one of the 

lowest prevalence of EBF among all Latin American countries and it has 

dropped significantly in 1999 as EBF nationally was 20.3%, but fell to 14.4% 

in 2012 (González et al,2013). The prevalence of EBF for children with less 

than 6 months in rural and indigenous areas where poverty is highest, has 

also shown a dramatic drop from 36.9% in 1999 to 18.5% in 2012 (Colchero 

et al, 2015) (Figure 1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1 Practices of EBF  

https://infogalactic.com/info/Pregnant
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1.11 Attitude of mothers towards EBF  

The Theory of Planned Behavior is one of the most influential 

behavioral theories and has been used in previous studies to predict BF 

behavior (Sommer, 2011). Critics of the TPB have pointed out that intention 

alone is not sufficiently predictive when carrying out a behavior that relies 

greatly on both complex skills and also on strong social support, as for BF 

(Bagozzi, 1992). Evidence from different LMICs has underscored the 

importance of women’s social support within her family, community, and 

health care providers as well as institutional constituents such as policy and 

law (Bueno et al, 2015).  

1.12 Position of baby during BF  

Positioning of the baby’s body is important for good attachment and 

successful BF. Most difficulties can be avoided altogether if good attachment 

and positioning are achieved at the first and early feeds (Goyal et al, 2011). 

An effective sucking technique is considered important to establish BF to 

ensure milk transfer and to prevent BF problems (Dongre et al, 2010). The 

baby’s positioning and attachment to the breast during BF are fundamental 

for the occurrence of different sorts of nipple trauma. Where newborns whose 

necks were bent, whose chins were held away from the breast and whose lips 

were turned inward. Improper suction is also described as a source of trauma, 

which if corrected can become a protective factor (Narramore et al, 2007).                  

1.12.1 Laid-back BF position 

This position is the famous type of BF position also famous as 

biological nurturing is usually practiced by the mother after the infant's birth 

(Colson et al, 2008) (Figure 1.2) 
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Figure 1.2 Laid-back BF or reclined position 

1.12.2 Cradle hold 

 It’s a very popular position; it’s not always easy with a newborn 

because it doesn’t give your baby as much support as some other holds. A 

pillow or cushion behind mother and a BF pillow across your lap propping 

up your baby or your arms may give you more support, and avoid strain on 

your back or shoulders (Figure 1.3) 

 
Figure1.3: Cradle hold  
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1.12.3 Cross-cradle hold 
This position appears like to this previous position however the mum's 

arms change roles thus the kid’s body lying straight with her opposite 

forearm. The main objective of this position is to support the kid's neck and 

shoulders to permit him to tilt his/her head proceeding to latch (Colson et al, 

2008) (Figure 1.4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Cross-cradle hold  

1.12.4 Rugby ball hold 

The mother lies with her kid seating straight with her forearm; it’s also 

called underarm position (Colson et al, 2008) (Figure 1.5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Rugby ball hold  
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1.12.5 Side-lying position 

Ideal for relaxed night feeds and BF in bed or on the sofa, side-lying 

can also be more comfortable than sitting if you’ve had a caesarean 

or stitches. You and your baby need to lie on your sides next to one another, 

belly-to-belly (Colson et al, 2008) (Figure 1.6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1.6. Side lying position  

1.12.6 Laid-back BF after a c-section 

If mother have had a caesarean delivery and can’t find a comfortable 

BF position, this may help. Reclining with your baby’s body across your 

shoulder will let you nurse comfortably without any weight or pressure on 

your wound, or you could also try side-lying (Cadwell, 2007) (Figure 1.7). 
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Figure 1.7 Laid-back BF after a c-section (Appendix VII) 

Figure 1.7 Laid-back BF after a c-section  

1.12.7 Nursing in a sling 

It may take a little practice, but BF your baby in a sling can be 

convenient when you’re out and about, looking after older children, or even 

doing light chores (UNICEF, 2015) (Fgure1.8) 

 
Figure 1.8: Nursing in a sling  

 

1.13 The attachment infant to mother during feeding  

    Infant's mouth attachment and effective suckling during BF based on 

WHO criteria. There are four signs of good attachment (UNICEF, 2010; 

Goyal et al, 2011):  

1.  Baby’s mouth is wide open 

 2.  You can see more of the darker skin (areola) above the baby’s mouth than 

below 

3.  Baby’s lower lip is turned outwards 

 4.  Baby’s chin is touching your breast (Figure 1.9) 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Goyal%20RC%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=21897915
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1.13.1 Causes of poor attachment  

Causes of poor attachment can be summarized in Figure 1.9 

     

Use bottle feeding        - before BF established  

- For later supplements  

Inexperienced mothers - first baby  

- Previous bottle feeder  

 

Functional difficulty    - Small or weak baby  

                                     -Breast poorly protractile  

-Engorgement  

-late start  

 Figure 1.9: causes of poor attachment 

     

1.13.2  

      If the baby is latched well, their chin should be touching the breast, with 

their mouth wide open and their lips turned out. The baby will begin sucking 

with a mixture of short and long bursts, with periods of pausing. In addition, 

the mum should not experience pain before, during or after feeds (WHO, 

1993) (Figure 1.10)  
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Good Attachment 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Poor Attachment 

 

      
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 1.10 Comparison between good poor attachment (WHO, 1993)  

1.14 Consequences of poor Attachment  
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  Pain and damage to nipples →Sore nipples Fissures 

  BM not removed effectively →Engorgement  

            ↓ 

Apparent poor milk supply→ Baby unsatisfied, wants to feed a lot 

                                            →Baby frustrated, refuses to suckle 

              ↓ 

Breasts make less milk→ Baby fails to gain weight  

 

Figure 1.11 Consequences of poor Attachment (WHO, 1993) 
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CHAPTER TWO 

SUBJECT AND METHODS 

2.1. Study design 

Two study designs (stages) were adopted for conducting this study. 

A- Cross sectional study was used to study the knowledge, attitude and 

practices of mothers towards EBF in EMTH in Erbil city, Kurdistan Region, 

Iraq. 

B -Quasi experimental study was used to study the effects of health education 

on mothers’ behavior regarding the position and attachment of BF process. 

2.2. Study setting 

The first stage of this study was carried out in EMTH in Kurdistan 

Region-Iraq from January 25th –June 15th 2019. This hospital is the unique 

public hospital inside Erbil providing obstetrical and gynecological services 

for beneficiaries inside the city and to the rural areas around the city. The 

majority deliveries in Erbil city occurred in EMTH while others were 

performed either at homes by trained birth attendants and few were 

performed at private hospitals (Ameen et al, 2018). 

The second stage was carried out inside Erbil city and in the rural areas 

surrounding the city from Fairbury 25th –July 31st 2019. 

2.3. Administrative arrangement  

Preceding to study implementation, the study proposal was approved 

by the ethical committee in Shekhan Technical College of Health and an 

official authorization was obtained from the Erbil General Directorate of 

Health and EMTH (appendix-I). 

2.4. Sampling procedure 

For the first stage of the study, a non-random consecutive sampling 

method was adopted and the researcher planned to involve (1000) mothers 
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who were undergoing delivery at EMTH regardless the type of delivery 

(whether normal vaginal delivery or by caesarean section). The mothers were 

interviewed at post-delivery care wards, and all approving mothers were 

included. For the second stage of determine a simple random sampling 

method was adopted by using random number table. The researcher planned 

to include (100) mothers from those who involved in the first stage of the 

study which represents (10%) of total study sample.   

2.5 Response rate 

 At the first stage of the study, the response rate was 81%, as about 190 

mothers refused to participate in the study (all of them were undergoing 

cesarean section). Meanwhile for the second stage of the study, only six 

mothers refused to continue this study. Thus, the response rate was 94%. The 

acceptable response rate for survey studies is 80-85% (Saldivar, 2012). 

2.6 Data collection and interventional phase 

2.6.1. Frist stage of the study 

 Data were collected by interviewing the involved mothers through 

face-to-face (direct interview). The researcher visited EMTH at different 

times per day (in the morning, noon, evening and at night). Before 

establishing each interview, the researcher obtained a prior verbal consent 

from each mother, and the interview was done by using a structured 

questionnaire prepared by the researchers. After obtaining all information 

according to the questionnaire, the researcher assessed mothers’ practices 

during the BF process through observation mothers’ and baby's position and 

attachment by using WHO B-R-E-A-S-T- Feed observation form (WHO, 

1993). At the end of the assessment, the researcher graded for an infant-

mouth attachment during BF and correct body position. 
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 For all participated mothers, especially those have either average or 

poor grading of infant’s mouth attachment or correct body position during BF 

(in other words, absence of one or more conditions of good attachment or 

good position criteria). The researcher discussed and learned practically the 

right and correct signs of good attachment and proper or correct baby-mother 

positions. Mothers also learned all difficulties that they could face and the 

proper ways to overcome them. Each interview, observation and learning 

lasted approximately for 35-40 minutes. 

2.6.2. Second stage of the study 

For the second stage of the study, an appointment was arranged with 

randomly selected mothers through calling them by phones and the 

researcher met them at their houses. Mothers were checked whether they still 

breastfed their babies. The researcher reassessed mother’s practices regarding 

BF process. Other factors were considered such as infant’s mouth attachment 

and body position, and each observation lasted approximately for 15-20 

minutes. 

2.7 Pilot Study  

 A pilot study was run to test the preliminary prepared questionnaire. It 

was conducted at the beginning of January 2019 in EMTH. The researcher 

selected a sample of 30 mothers at post-delivery care ward. After performing 

the pilot study, the questionnaire was modified. The enrolled sample was 

excluded from original sample of the study.  

2.8 Instrument of data collection 

Data collection was done through a structured questionnaire prepared 

by the researchers and it consists of two parts.  

PART ONE for the first stage (cross-sectional study), this part is with (35) 

items divided into four sections and is followed by the WHO B-R-E-A-S-T- 

Feed observation form.  
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2.8.1 Section I  

A list of (9) items consists of Socio-demographic variables which 

include mother’s age, occupation, educational level, residency, obstetrical 

history, antenatal care type of delivery, ethnicity and monthly family income. 

2.8.2 Section II 

A list of (10-25) items testing mothers’ knowledge regarding infant 

and young child feeding (IYCF) and includes first food that should be given 

for newborn, when should mother start BF after delivery, benefits of BF for 

baby and for the mother, starting time of BF after delivery, the meaning of 

EBF, the duration of EBF, source of information regarding EBF, right time of 

stating complementary foods, and whether the BF enough for newborn feed 

or not. 

2.8.3 Section III 

A list of (26-35) closed-ended questions that evaluated mothers’ 

attitudes toward infant BF through using Likert scale. The scale ranges from 

strongly agree, agree, natural, disagree, and strongly disagree. It measures 

mother’s attitude whether mother gives BM within a half-hour after delivery 

whether she discards colostrum or not, whether BF causes breast sagging, 

whether formula feeding is more convenient than BF and whether BF can 

enhance intimacy between mother and infant. 

2.8.4 Section IV 

 A list of (36-41) questions covered mother’s practices. The list includes 

the following questions: what the mother does with the first milk or colostrum? 

How often the mother breastfeeds her baby? The duration of BF, did health 

care staff at EMHT encourage her regarding BF? Did any of staff offer infant 

formula? did her spouse support her for BF process? (Appendix-II). 
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PART TWO  

This part is composed of 2 items that cover few questions that looks for 

answers for whether the mothers still BF, types of feeding whether EBF, BF 

with artificial formula, BF with soups or other types. Then, it is followed by 

the WHO B-R-E-A-S-T- Feed observation form (Appendix-III).  

2.9 WHO B-R-E-A-S-T- Feed observation form 

 The assessment of BF process is done through using WHO form which 

is adopted by WHO / UNICEF to be used by health care professionals to 

assess BF during clinical practices. The form is divided into six parts and the 

researcher selected two parts related to the infant’s attachment and baby 

position (Goyal et al, 2011). The intervention was done by encouraging the 

lactating mother to put her baby to the breast if the baby had not been fed in 

the last hour. If the baby had been fed during the previous first hour, then the 

lactating mother was requested when the baby would have the subsequent 

feed and the intervention was conducted accordingly. This form consists of 

two parts: 

Part A includes 7 points of observation for mother and infant’s body position 

during BF, and each item is checked for being present or not. The first three 

observations belong to mother’s position, while the rest belong to baby’s 

position (appendices I&II) 

 

Part B contains 4 points of observation for infant’s mouth attachment during 

BF, and each item is checked for being present or not.  

2.10 Validity and reliability of the questionnaire  

Experts was assessed the questionnaire. The Validity and reliability of 

questionnaire based on their judgment. (Appendices I&II) 
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2.11 Measurement of study tool 

2.11.1 Validity of study instruments 

The questionnaire was validated by a panel of professionals who 

contributed some notes and changes. The researcher presented the 

questionnaire to 7 professionals specialized in community medicine and 

community health. Their notes were considered by the researcher and 

appropriate modifications were done accordingly. 

2.11.2 Reliability of study instruments 

Reliability was tested using Cronbach’s alpha coefficients to measure 

reliability and internal consistency of the survey. Cronbach’s alpha value for 

the survey instrument was 0.79, which means that the test is reliable. 

2.11.3 Data analysis   

Descriptive and inferential statistics was used through the Microsoft Excel 

data base alongside the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS version 

23). For testing the significance, a Chi square and exact Fischer tests were 

used. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESULTS 

 
3.1 Demographic characteristics of the study sample  

   About 72.1% (721) of the studied mothers were residents of rural areas and 

the rest 27.9% (279) were from urban areas and more than 56%of mother 

were Insufficient. Up to half of the mothers (506) are within their third 

decade of life and only one mother was above 45 years. The mean age was 

30.9 years and the median age was 30 years as shown in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Demographic characteristics of the study sample  

Variables Frequencies % 

Residency 

Rural 721 72.1 

Urban 279 27.9 

Economic status 

Insufficient 565 56.5 

Sufficient 433 43.3 

Sufficient with exceeds 2 .2 

Mother’s age 

16-20 107 10.7 

21-25 252 25.2 

26-30 254 25.4 

31-35 223 22.3 

36-40 100 10.0 

41-45 63 6.3 

 ≥ 46  1 0.1 
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3.2 Distribution of the studied sample according to mother’s 

educational levels and occupations. 

The majority of the mothers (85.2%) were housewives and 13.1% of 

them were government or public employees, and the rest either have 

vocational skills or work in the public or private sector .The educational 

level of mothers were ranked according to their percentages as primary 

graduates (22.9%), read and write (15.9%), institute graduates (14.8%),  

illiterate (13.6%), intermediate school graduates (12.2%), bachelor graduates 

and postgraduates (10.5%), and  high school graduate  (10.1%). (as shown in 

Table 3.2). 

Table 3.2: Educational levels and occupation of studied participants  

Variables Frequencies % 

Educational level 

Illiterate 136 13.6 

Read and Write 159 15.9 

Primary graduate 229 22.9 

Intermediate school graduate 122 12.2 

High school graduate 101 10.1 

Institute graduate 148 14.8 

Bachelor or postgraduate  105 10.5 

Occupation 

House wife 852 85.2 

Vocational skills 8 .8 

Wage employment 5 .5 

Government employment 131 13.1 

Private employment 4 .4 

Total 1000 100 
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3.3 Obstetric characteristics of the study sample 

Up to (53%) of mothers without any ANC visits, while only (5.2%) 

have four or more visits and Up to (70.2 %) of mothers had normal vaginal 

delivery and the rest deliveries rest (29.8%) were by caesarean section as 

showed in table3.3 

Table 3.3: Obstetric characteristics of the study sample 

Variables Frequencies % 

ANC 

No visits 533 53.3 

One visit 86 8.6 

Two visits 161 16.1 

Three visits 168 16.8 

Four or more visits 52 5.2 

Types of delivery 

Normal vaginal delivery 702 70.2 

Caesarian delivery 298 29.8 

 

3. 4 Knowledge characteristics of mothers First baby food 

Table 3.4 shows that about three quarters of mothers used BM first to feed 

their babes, 19.4% used formula, 5.8% used water alone and the rest (1.3%) 

used water and sugar.  
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 Table 3.4: First Baby Food 

First baby food No % 

BM 735 73.5 

Formula milk 194 19.4 

Water 58 5.8 

Water and sugar 13 1.3 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

 

3.5 Time of starting BF after delivery 

All mothers of sample study fed their babies colostrum after delivery but 

within different times. Only 1.6% started within ideal time (within less than 

half hour), 34.9% started between half to one hour, the majority (61.7%) 

started between one to 24 hours, and the rest (1.8%) started after 24 hours (as 

shown in Table 3.5). 

Table 3.5: Time of starting BF after delivery 

Time  NO. % 

Less than half hour 16 1.6 

1/2 -1hour 349 34.9 

After 1 hour 617 61.7 

After 24 hours 18 1.8 

Total 1000 100.0 
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3.6 Knowledge about the benefits of BF for the infants 

 Regarding knowledge of mothers towards the benefits of BF for infants, 

up to 75% of mothers said that BF is healthy, 9.5% of them said it enhances 

intimacy between mother and baby, 7.1% stated economic reasons, and 8.8% 

stated that they do not know (as shown in Figure 3.1).  

 

Figure 3.1: Knowledge about the benefits of BF for the infants 

 

3.7 Knowledge about the benefits of BF for the mother 

Regarding the knowledge of mothers towards the benefits of BF for their 

health, about 73.7% of them thought that BF has benefits for them, 44.5% of 

them thought that BF protects them from breast cancer, 20.6% thought it is 

healthy for mothers, and 11.7% thought BF causes weight loss (as shown in 

Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.2: Knowledge about the benefits of BF for the mothers 

 

3.8 Knowledge about EBF 

3.8.1 Knowledge about meaning of EBF 

Mothers’ knowledge regarding EBF varied. The majority (74.1%) 

thought EBF means feeding baby with BM and water, 13.7% thought it 

means feeding baby with only BM, 8.9% thought it means feeding with BM, 

water and solid foods and the rest thought it means both BM and infant 

formula (as illustrated in Table 3.7). 

 

Table 3.6: Mother’s knowledge about EBF 

Meaning of EBF No. % 

Feeding baby with only BM 137 13.7 

Feeding baby with  BM and water 741 74.1 

Feeding baby with BM , water , and solid foods. 89 8.9 

Feeding baby with BM and infant formula 33 3.3 

Total 1000 100.0 

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%
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3.8.2 Knowledge about duration of EBF 

More than half (50.5%) of mothers thought the duration of EBF is six 

months and the rest ranged from less than one week to even more than six 

months (as shown in Table 3.8). 

 

Table 3.7: Knowledge about EBF duration  

Duration of EBF No. % 

< 1 week 6 0.6 

1 week -1 month 13 1.3 

1-2 months 4 0.4 

2-3months 24 2.4 

3-4 months 98 9.8 

4-5months 270 27.0 

5-6 months 66 6.6 

6 months 505 50.5 

> 6 months 14 1.4 

Total 1000 100.0 

 

3.9 Source of information about BF 

 

Family members had important role in providing information to mothers 

regarding BF. More than three quarters of mothers (76.2%) get information 

about BF from their families, followed by mass media (10.6%), health staff 

(7.2%), and (0.3%) others subsequently.   
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3.10 Health care staff and BF  

 The majority (67.9%) of health care staff (doctors and nurses) who are 

working in delivery rooms at EMTH encourage mothers to give BM to their 

infants. While, 32.1% of them promoted mothers to use infant formula. 

 

3.11 Have mothers received any formula samples on discharge from the 

hospital? 

Up to 28.4% of mothers received free formula samples before 

discharging and these samples are supplied by health workers inside EMTH.  

 

3.12 Knowledge about weaning of BF 

 Table 3.8 indicates that mothers’ knowledge about the time of weaning 

BF varied and the answers are stated below.    

Table 3.8: Distribution of mothers according to their knowledge on BF 

weaning 

Period of time No. % 

< 6 months 38 3.8 

6-12 months 49 4.9 

1-2 years 590 59.0 

> 2 years 323 32.3 

Total 1000 100.0 

 

3.13 Mother’s attitude towards BF 

Analysis of the Likert-scale attitude items showed that the mothers were 

aware of most of positive behaviors and attitudes towards BF process as up to 
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25% of the respondents strongly agreed with items number (1,3), more than 

30% with items (7-10); up to two thirds of the mothers agreed with items 

(1,3) and up to half of the respondents agreed with the items (5, 7-10). “No, 

strongly disagree” answers were reported with items (1, 3, 5, 7-10). The 

mode and median for all results were “agree”. All items have significant 

statistical associations Table.3.9.  

Table 3.9: The results of mothers’ attitude of the Likert-scale items 

Attitude No. & (%) of respondents 
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n
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ly
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re

e 
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d
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n

’t
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D
is

a
g

re
e 

S
tr

o
n

g
ly

 d
is

a
g

re
e 

1 

Giving BM for a 

newborn 

immediately within 

an hour after birth is 

important? 

217 

(21.7) 

658 

(65.8) 

116 

(11.6) 

9   

(0.9) 
0.0 

4.07

4 

0.63

9 

2 

Discarding the first 

milk or colostrum 

is important before 

giving BM to a 

newborn? * 

0.0 
9  

(0.9) 

120 

(12.0) 

650 

(65.0

) 

221 

(22.

1) 

1.917 
0.60

8 

3 

After the birth of 

your baby, did you 

have the confidence 

to breastfeed? 

249 

(24.9) 

633 

(63.3) 

111 

(11.1) 

7 

(0.7) 
0.0 

14.12

4 

0.61

0 
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4 
BF causes breast 

sagging* 
0.0 

7   

(0.7) 

98 

(98.0) 

594 

(5.94

) 

249 

(24.

9) 

1.811 
0.62

5 

5 

BM is more easily 

digested than 

formula. 

339 

(33.9) 

570 

(57.0) 

84 

(8.4) 

7    

(0.7) 
0.0 4.241 

0.62

7 

6 

Formula-feeding is 

more convenient 

than BF* 

0.0 
7   

(0.7) 

74 

(7.4) 

544 

(54.4

) 

375 

(37.

5) 

4.287 
0.62

8 

7 
BM is cheaper than 

formula. 

394 

(39.4) 

527 

(52.7) 

72 

(7.2) 

6    

(0.6) 
0.0 4.309 

0.62

9 

8 

BF can increase 

mother-infant 

bonding 

400 

(40.0) 

521 

(52.1) 

72  

(7.2) 

7    

(0.7) 
0.0 4.314 

0.63

3 

9 
BM is the ideal 

food for babies 

450 

(45.0) 

480 

(48.0) 

68 

(6.8) 

2   

(0.2) 
0.0 4.378 

0.61

9 

10 

Babies fed with 

BM are healthier 

than babies who are 

fed with formula. 

447 

(44.7) 

484 

(48.4) 

65  

(6.5) 

4   

(0.4) 
0.0 4.374 

0.62

3 

P. value <0.001 

Note. Items marked with asterisks are reverse-scored and the scores for each 

item are then summed. Higher scores indicate more positive attitudes toward 

BF. 

3.14 Association between mother’s attitude and characteristics 

    There is strong statistical association between mother’s attitude and her 

educational level, residency and age. While there is no statistical association 
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between mother’s attitude and the economic status of the families (as shown 

in Table 3.10.  

Table 3.10: Association between Mother’s attitude and their 

characteristics 

Variables  

Attitude toward BF 

P. value Positive 

attitude    

No. (%) 

Negative 

attitude   

No. (%) 

Total 

Educational Level 

Illiterate 117 (86.0) 
19 

(14.0) 
136 

0.011 

Read and Write 145(91.2) 14(8.8) 159 

Primary graduate 216(94.3) 13(5.7) 229 

Intermediate school graduate 115 (94.3) 7 (5.7) 122 

High school graduate 96 (95.0) 5 (5.0) 101 

Institute graduate 142(95.9) 6(4.1) 148 

Bachelor or postgraduate  101(96.2) 4(3.8) 105 

Residency 

Rural 681 (94.5) 40(5.5) 721 
0.011 

Urban 251(90.0) 28(10.0) 279 

Economic status 

Insufficient 520(92.0) 45(8.0) 520 0.238 
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Sufficient 410(94.7) 23(5.3) 433 

Sufficient with exceeds 2(100.0) 0 (0.0) 2 

Mother’s age 

16-20 102(95.3) 5(4.7) 107 

0.003 

21-25 240(95.2) 12(4.8) 252 

26-30 233(91.7) 21(8.3) 254 

31-35 196 (87.9) 
27 

(12.1) 
223 

36-40 97 (97.0) 3(3.0) 100 

41-45 63(100.0) 0(0.0) 63 

 ≥ 46  1(100.0) 0(0.0) 1 

Total 932(63.2) 68(6.8) 1000  

 

3.15 Mothers with correct BF position  

The criteria of correct BF positioning arranged consecutively. About 

87.3% was “baby whole body supported” followed by 80.0 % “baby body 

close to mother”, 80.0%  were “baby body turned toward mother”, 76.5% 

were “baby neck straight or bent slightly back and body straight”, 76.2% 

were “trunk facing forward and lap flat”, 71.7%  were “mother relaxed and 

comfortable” and 63.0% were “sit straight and well-supported back” (as 

shown in Table 3.11.  
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Table 3.11: Distribution of mothers according to criteria of correct BF 

positioning. 

Criterion No % 

Mother relaxed and comfortable 717 71.7 

Mother sit straight and well-supported back 630 63.0 

Trunk facing forward and lap flat 762 76.2 

Baby neck straight or bent slightly back and body straight 765 76.5 

Baby body turned toward mother 800 80.0 

Baby body close to mother body and facing breast 847 84.7 

Baby whole body supported 873 87.3 

 

3. 16. Grading for correct BF positioning  

Table 3.14 showed that about half of the studied sample have average 

grade of correct BF positioning, 47.7% had good grades while only 3.4% had 

poor grades. 

Table 3.12: Distribution of mothers according to grading of correct BF 

positioning. 

Grading for BF positioning NO. % 

Poor 34 3.4 

Average 494 49.4 

Good 472 47.2 

Total 1000 100.0 
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3.17 Criteria of correct infant’s mouth attachment  

Most mothers have two main criteria (lower lip turned outward and more 

areola seen above baby mouth), and in half cases chin touch breast (as shown 

in Figure 3.3). 

   

 

Figure 3.3: Criteria of correct infant’s mouth attachment 

 

 

3.18 Grading for correct infant’s mouth attachment 

Table 3.13 showed that about 41% of studied sample have average grade 

of correct attachment (35% had good grades while only 23.9% had poor 

grades). 

 

 

 

 

47.8 %

75.2%

81.1%%

79.8%

Chin touching breast

Mouth wide and open

Lower lip turned outward

More areola seen above

baby mouth
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Table 3.13: Distribution of mothers according to infant’s mouth 

attachment. 

Grading for correct infant’s 

mouth attachment 
No. % 

Poor 239 23.9 

Average 411 41.1 

Good 350 35.0 

Total 1000 100.0 

 

 

3.19 Types of Feeding in the intervention group after one month  

Table 3.14 shows that more than half of mothers (intervention group) feed 

their infants with EBF, one quarter feed their infants BF with water, and the 

rest used mixed BF and infant formula.                                                               

Table 3.14: Distribution of intervention group according types of infant 

feeding 

First baby food No. % 

EBF 54 54.0 

BF with artificial formula 21 21.0 

BF with water 
25 25.0 

Total 100 100.0 
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3.20 Comparison of correct BF position in pre- and post-intervention  

All criteria of BF position are changed and improved significantly one 

month following the intervention phase (as shown in Table 3.15). 

Table 3.15: Distribution of mothers according to correct BF positioning 

in pre- and post-intervention 

Criterion 
Pre Post 

P value 
Yes No Yes No 

Mother relaxed and comfortable 72 28 91 9 <0.001 

Mother sit straight and well-supported 

back 
43 57 76 24  

Trunk facing forward and lap flat 81 19 94 6 0.005 

Baby neck straight or bent slightly back 

and body straight 
79 21 94 6 0.001 

Baby body turned toward mother 85 15 97 3 0.003 

Baby body close to mother body and 

facing breast 
83 17 99 1 <0.001 

Baby whole body supported 86 14 100 0 <0.001 

 

3.21 Comparison of grading for correct BF position pre and post 

intervention  

 Table 3.16 shows that the grading for correct BF poisoning changed 

significantly for the intervention group, and the grading prior to the 
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intervention was 4% poor, 51% average and 45% good. After one month 

from the intervention the, grading were 30% average and 70% good. 

Table 3.16: Distribution of the mothers according to grading of correct 

BF positioning pre- and post-intervention. 

 

3.22 Distribution of mothers according to grading of correct infant’s 

mouth attachment pre and post intervention  

All criteria of correct infant’s mouth attachment were greatly improved one 

month after the intervention, and there was a significant statistical association 

between pre and post intervention phase (Table 3.17) 

 

Table 3.17: Distribution of mothers according to grading of correct 

infant’s mouth attachment pre and post intervention 

 

Criterion 

Pre Post 
P value 

Yes No Yes No 

Chin touching mouth 52.2 47.8 79 21 

<0.001 

Mouth wide and open 75.2 24.8 100 0 

Lower lip turned outward 81.1 18.9 100 0 

More areola seen above baby mouth 79.8 20.2 100 0 

 
Grading for BF positioning 

P value 
Poor Average Good Total 

Pre intervention 4 51 45 100 

0.002 

Postintervention 0 30 70 100 
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3.23 Comparison of grading for correct infant’s mouth attachment pre 

and post intervention  

Table 3.18 shows that the grading for correct infant’s mouth attachment 

changed significantly for the intervention group, and the grading prior to the 

intervention was 24% poor, 37% average and 39% good. After one month 

from the intervention, the grading was 42% average and 58% good. 

 

Table 3.18: Distribution of mothers according to grading of correct 

infant’s mouth attachment pre and post intervention. 

 

 

Grading for correct infant’s mouth 

attachment P value 

%Poor %Average %Good Total 

Pre intervention 24 37 39 100 

<0.001 Post 

intervention 
0 42 58 

100 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DISCUSSION 

4.1 An overview 

   EBF is an important public health strategy for improving children’s and 

mother’s health by reducing child morbidity and mortality and helping to 

control healthcare costs in society. Additionally, EBF is one of the major 

strategies which help the most widely known and effective intervention for 

preventing early childhood deaths. Every year, optimal breastfeeding 

practices can prevent about 1.4 million deaths worldwide among children 

under five (Dukuzumuremyi et al, 2020) 

 4.2 Demographic characteristics of study sample   

In this study, about two-thirds of the studied mothers were resident in 

rural areas. The mean age group of mothers was 30 years old. This result was 

similar to Al-azzawi et al (2012) done in Erbil city with 61% of same age. 

Another similar result was concluded by Goyal et al (2011) in Libya with 

63.2 %, while in Ethiopia it was 66.9% (Abebe et al, 2017). In other words, 

most mothers completed their study then married. In Vietnam, the average 

age of participants was 28.7 years old (Duong & Chapman, 2013), but in 

Kigali, 74.4 % of study sample were from urban areas (Bahemuka et al, 

2013).  

4.3 Distribution of the studied sample according to mother’s occupation 

and their educational level 

This study indicated that the majority of mothers who participated in 

the study were of low educational level (about quarter of mothers were 

primary graduates). At the same time, three quarters of mothers were house 

wives. It was found that mother education had a great impact on mothers’ 

knowledge of IYCF. A similar result was concluded in Erbil city which found 

that 76.5% of mothers were not working housewives (Shaker et al, 2015). Al-
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Azzawi et al (2010) who conduct a study in same city found that many 

women (28%) were of low educational level (illiterate). This is may be due to 

the fact that most mothers are from rural areas. However, Altamimi et al 

(2016) conducted in south of Jordan showed that 73.5% of mothers were 

bachelor graduates. In Malaysia, (Rosuzeita et al, 2018) showed that 52% 

mothers were workers, while in Vietnam, the rate was higher (53%), where 

most were secondary or primary school graduates.  About the occupation of 

participants, (59%) works for government of work in the area of trading or 

service (Duong & Chapman, 2013). A study in East Nigeria found that 

effective BF practice is low among participants particularly among the less 

educated ones (Kronbork, 2009).  

4.4 Antenatal Care visits 

Good care during pregnancy is important for the health of the mother 

and the development of the unborn baby. Pregnancy is a crucial time to 

promote healthy behaviors and parenting skills. Good ANC links the woman 

and her family with the formal health system, increases the chance of using a 

skilled attendant at birth and contributes to good health through the life cycle. 

Inadequate care during this time breaks a critical link in a continuum of care, 

and affects both women and babies (WHO, 2015). The research observed that 

more than half of mothers didn’t receive ANC. This might be due to the fact 

that most mothers were illiterate and comes from rural areas and they don’t 

have information about importance of antenatal visits. This result was 

contradictory with a study performed in India (Naseem & Mazher, 2016), 

which found that half of study mothers received ANC. According to WHO 

(2018), full life-saving for women and babies may be brought about by 

conducting four visits. WHO recommends that pregnant women should have 

minimally (four) consultations at one of health care facilities. A study has 
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found that the coverage of pregnant women during pregnancy is relatively 

high in Iraq (where 87.5% of pregnant women have at least one visit and 67.9 

% of pregnant women who received health care through at least four visits to 

any health care facility). The highest percentage of pregnant women who 

received care was in Duhok governorate and the least one was in Qadissiya 

governorate (UNICEF, 2018). 

4.5 Types of delivery  

In this study, the researcher found that nearly three quarters gave birth 

by normal vaginal delivery. This is due to the new regulation issued in 

EMTH which encourages normal vaginal delivery rather than cesarean 

delivery except for necessary cases. This result was similar to study done in 

Erbil city (Shaker et al, 2015) which found that more than half participants 

were normal vaginal delivery. A study in Turkey found that he was found 

that 50% of births were cesarean (Kisa et al, 2017). However, according to 

the MICS6 results, up to 45% of births in Kurdistan Region were Caesarean 

(UNICEF, 2018). Another study in Malaysia shows that 65% were normal 

vaginal delivery (Rosuzeita et al, 2018). 

4.6 First baby food 

In this study, nearly three quarters of mothers were BM as first baby 

food. It is in agreement with the findings of a multiple indicator cluster 

survey in 2006 that indicated that only 31% of mothers in Iraq started BF 

within the first hour of birth (UNCEF, 2006). Another study in Erbil city 

showed that 24.3% of mothers were early initiators of BF (Al-Azzawi et al, 

2010). In contrast, early initiation of BF among Saudi mothers was very high 

(95%) (Al-Hreashy et al, 2008). 

EBF in the early months of life is correlated strongly with increased 

infant survival and lowered risk of illness, particularly gastritis (UNICEF, 
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2015). In the current study, the rate of EBF at 0 –≤ 6 months was poor 

(15.4%), which is comparable to the WHO rating (WHO, 2013). In our study, 

more than half of mothers started BF after 1 to 2 hours after deliver.  This 

may be due to the new regulation in EMTH and the hospital staff encourages 

BF in early time. Our study had similar result of Al-Azzawi et al (2012) done 

in Erbil city. In Kenya, the result of study showed that 96.7% of infants were 

given BM immediately after delivery (Kitiyo et al, 2020). 

4.7 Benefits of BF for the infants and mothers  

This study shows that three quarters of mothers had good information 

about benefits of BF for both infants and mothers due to the increased use of 

communication and mass media. This result is in harmony with a result of 

study done in northwestern Saudi Arabia which found that 71.5 % have 

knowledge about benefits of BF for infants and mothers (Elmougy et al, 

2014). Another study in Italy found 71% of mothers have knowledge about 

benefits of BF for infants and mothers (Cascone et al, 2019). While a study in 

India found that 67.5% of mothers have knowledge about the benefits of BF 

for infants and mothers (Naseem et al, 2016). Another study in Egypt showed 

that more than three quarters have good information about the benefits of BF 

(Mohammed et al, 2014).  

4.8 Meaning of EBF  

Regarding mothers’ knowledge about EBF, about three quarters of the study 

sample believed that EBF means feeding baby with BM and water. This may 

be attributed to the fact those more than three quarters of mothers given the 

source of information from mother in-law and mothers. The researchers 

found that 67% of mothers have knowledge about meaning of EBF 

(Chikaodli et al, 2019). Our current study shows that the participants have 

good information about EBF. EBF for the first six months was not practiced 
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as only about 37.72% of infants were EB for six months (Monika et al, 

2017).  

4.9 Duration of EBF 

According to this study, more than half of mothers thought that the 

duration of EBF was six months according to their understanding .Another 

study in Erbil city found that EBF during the first 6 months was very poor 

(15.3%) (Shaker et al, 2015) .A study in Ghana found that 49.5% gives EBF 

for 6 months (Nukpezah et al, 2018). In Jordon, a study found that 29.5% of 

mothers were EBF, which is not in harmony with this study (Altamimi et al, 

2016). While in Kenya, up to 11% of their studied sample didn’t understand 

that their kids should be EB for the first 6 months after birth (Kitiyo et al, 

2020). This is may be attributed to the increased use of communication and 

mass media. While according to Karmer (2001), the duration of BF, and EBF 

is between 3 and 6 months of life  

4.10 Health care staff and BF 

Physicians and nurses working in delivery rooms in ETMH encouraged 

mothers to BF (about half of study samples). That ensures that the staff make 

good job and more than quarter of study received formula samples from 

Physicians and nursing. The researcher thinks that is because of trade of milk 

canned another study in Canada which found that health staff were important 

role to BF (Piko, 2006). Health care providers can use the findings of this 

review to promote BF among working women by using tactics geared toward 

the mother, her social network, and the entire community (Johnston 

&  Esposito, 2007). 

4.11 Knowledge regarding weaning of BF 

The current study shows that more than half of mothers have knowledge 

regarding the time of weaning BF. The thought that the BF should be 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Nukpezah%20RN%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30134962
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=Esposito+N&cauthor_id=17238942
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continued for 1-2 years it is may be because of the religion of Islam which 

enhance for BF continuation for two years and more (Bensaid , 2019). These 

findings are not in line with those reported by Shommo and Al-Shubrumi 

(2014) in Saudi Arabia who found those more than three quarters of the 

mothers weaning at period of ≥ 18 months (Abdulaziz et al, 1987). A study in 

Egypt found that 4.5% of mothers defined weaning correctly and 92,5% 

defined weaning as BF cessation (Mohammed et al, 2014).   

4.12 Mother’s attitude  

 In this study, the majority of studied population had a positive attitude 

towards BF process, and either agreed or strongly agreed with most points 

compatible with BF, and either disagree or strongly disagree with points 

compatible with formula feeding.  

 The result interestingly showed that mothers have a highly significant 

attitude towards EBF. It may be attributed to behavior and traditions of 

Kurdish community. This result is in line with Shaker et al (2015) in Erbil 

city, Mohammed et al (2014) in Saudi Arabia and Altamimi et al (2016) in 

Jordon. In Ethiopia, a study found that 76% were categorized as having 

positive attitude toward to EBF (Alamirew et al, 2017). Study in UAE (in 

Ajman) concluded the same result indicating that more than three quarters of 

mothers have a good attitude towards BF (Syed et al, 2012). Another study in 

Saudi Arabia also indicated that 81% of mothers had positive attitudes 

towards BF (Mohammed & Soliman, 2018).  

In Ethiopia, 76% of mothers were positive attitude towards EBF with 

their findings slightly greater than those concluded in another study 

conducted in Rwanda, Kigali, (71.1%) (Bahemuka et al, 2013). A study 

performed in another town in Ethiopia found that the result was 73.9% (Seifu 

et al, 2013). However, in Mizan and Aman towns in Ethiopia was 89.5% 
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(Tadele et al 2015). In Kenya, more than half of the sample have a positive 

attitude towards EBF (Kitiyo et al, 2020), but in Vietnam about half of 

participants (53.3%) were neutral towards exclusive EBF during the first 6 

months after birth (Duong & Chapman, 2013). In Kigali, 71.1% of women 

have a positive attitude towards EBF to 6 months (Bahemuka et al, 2013). A 

study in Padjadjaran found positive attitude as well (Hakiki & Dhamavant, 

2016). 

4.13 Association between mother’s attitude and their characteristics  

 

Mother’s characteristics include education, residency, income, and age. 

There was a significant statistical association between mother’s attitude and 

their education and residency. The association however, between mother’s 

attitude and their income was not significant. While the association between 

mother’s attitude and their age was very significant. In Saudi Arabia, a study 

shows that there is a significant relationship between mother’s attitude and 

their family income, occupation status, and previous experiences with BF. 

While there was no significant association between mother’s attitude and 

their age, and education level (Mohammed & Soliman, 2018). In Kenya a 

study indicated that there is a significant association between maternal EBF 

knowledge score and their respective attitude score (Kitiyo et al, 2020). A 

study in East of Nigeria found that knowledge and awareness does is not 

reflected in the practice of EBF (Onah et al, 2014). 

4.14 How often should a woman breastfeed her baby 

 

How often a woman breastfeeds her baby during 24 hours is very 

important to the growth of the infant. In our study, nearly half of mother’s 

breast fed their babies 10 times per a day. It is the case because mothers are 

expected to give formula feeding during night, and most mothers spend so 
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much time with mass communications, and they work out. However, a study 

in India has shown that mothers feed their babies 8 per a day (Parashar et al, 

2015). 

4.15 Mothers grading of correct BF position 

 

In the current study, it has been shown that about half of samples 

studied have average grades of correct BF positions that mean mothers have 

positive practice of position. This may be explained by the fact that most 

mothers receive information from their families (mothers and mothers-in-

law). This result is in harmony with Shaker et al (2015) done in Erbil city, 

Shommo and Al-Shubrum (2014) in Saudi Arabia and Altamimi et al (2016) 

in Jordon. Parashar (2015) in India found the same result. 

4.16 Mothers grading of correct infant’s mouth attachment 

 

Maternal attachment is a term used to describe the degree of infant 

attachment as evaluated by the mother (Kim, 2019). In this grading, there are 

four criteria (Chin touching breast, lower lip turned outward, mouth wide 

open and more areola seen above baby mouth). This grading is similar to the 

first one as about half of study samples have average grades of correct 

infant’s mouth attachment that means mothers have positive practice of 

attachment. It is though that this may be due to the physicians and nurses 

working in delivery rooms at ETMH as they may encourage mothers to BF 

and guide them towards the true way of BF. This result is in line with Shaker 

et al (2015) in Erbil city, Shommo and Al-Shubrum (2014) in Saudi Arabia 

and Altamimi (2016) in Jordon. However, Parashar (2015) in India found 

same result which was in correct attachment. In Korea, a study found a 

positive attachment between mother and baby (Kim, 2019). The study in 

India was show significant attachment (Gupta, 2008). 
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4.17 Type of feeding of intervention group after one month 

 

After one month of the educational intervention, the researcher made a 

follow up visit. The result showed that more than half of mothers 

(intervention group) feed their infants with EBF. In other words, most 

mothers took advantage of researcher’s advice. Therefore, about three 

quarters of mothers feed their babies with BM and water. After the first 

intervention, a quarter of mothers still BF without water. That means that 

there is a significant association between experimental and control group. 

This result is in harmony with Haroon et al (2013) which indicated that there 

is a significant correlation between both results (first and second 

intervention). It is also in line with Parashar (2015) in India which found that 

about three quarters of study samples have adopted EBF. In England, Louise 

et al (2006) has shown there are no significant differences between 

experimental and control group.  

 

4.18 Distribution of mothers according to grading of BF position pre- 

and post-intervention  

The criterion of mothers distribution according to the grading of BF position 

pre and post intervention (which were: mother relaxed and comfortable, 

mother sits straight and well-supported back., trunk facing forward and lap 

flat, baby neck straight or bent slightly back and body straight, baby’s body 

turned toward mother, baby’s body close to mother body and facing breast,  

and baby whole body supported) and the grading for positioning of pre 

intervention and post intervention has changed to highly significantly after 

one month following the intervention phase. This result is similar to Goyal et 

https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/58879011_Ram_C_Goyal
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al (2011) study in Libya which found that after intervention, mothers have a 

better position. The findings of the current study are also similar to those of 

Parashar et al (2015) in India which indicated that mothers have adopted a 

better position during BF (with a rate of 75.7%).   

 

4.19 Distribution of mothers according to the grading of correct infant’s 

mouth attachment pre- and post-intervention 

 

When two stages of the intervention are contrasted against each other, it 

is found that the grading for correct infant mouth attachment is highly 

significant for the intervention group which were pre intervention grade 

changed to good. This result is in line with Parashar et al (2015) in India 

which found that about three quarters of samples have a correct infant mouth 

attachment. While Oliveira et al (2006) in France found no change in BF 

technique between first and second interventions. 

 

Limitations of study  

1. Some mothers undergone caesarean sections, and because they complained 

from the surgery, some of their babies were admitted to neonatal care units 

(in incubators). Thus, many of them refused to participate in the study. 

2. Some mothers regarded the interview (which takes at least 35-40 minutes) a 

tedious process.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

1. The results reveal that mothers have a positive knowledge concerning BF 

initiation, benefits of colostrum and milk extraction, as well as a knowledge 

regarding exclusivity and duration of BF. The study found that there is a very 

significant relation between mother’s knowledge and mother age, education 

and family type. The majority of mothers knew about EBF and had a positive 

attitude towards it. 

2. The survey shows that mothers were positive towards correct BF practices at 

EMTH towards BF. 

3. There is strong statistical association between mothers’ attitude and their 

educational level, residency and mother’s age. While there is no statistical 

association between mothers’ attitude and the economic status of the families. 

The results of study conclude that most mothers were illiterate or primary 

school graduate, housewives and fathers were unsatisfied with their monthly 

income.  

4. The survey shows that mothers were positive towards correct BF position and 

correct BF attachment.  

5. The Distribution of mothers according to grading of correct infant’s mouth 

attachment pre and post intervention indicated that there is a significant 

statistical association between pre and post intervention phase. The 

comparison of grading for correct BF position between pre and post 

intervention was significantly changed in favor of intervention group. 
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5.2 Recommendations   

1. Incorporating the guidance related to BF into the curriculum of early stages 

of education before marriage in order to achieve the intended change.   

2. Comprehensive health education of the public by programs especially 

modulated to suit the different educational levels of parents using mass media 

and other applicable measures with the support of local health authorities and 

different non-governmental organizations. 

3. Conducting further analytical studies including larger samples to extract more 

valid   inferences.  
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Appendix -II 

Knowledge, attitude and practices of mothers toward Exclusive BF in Erbil's 

Maternity Hospital. 

Code  ---------------------------------- Mobile phone for contact ----------------------------------- 

Residency: -------------------------------------------------------------  

1. Age       ………………….years   2.   Gravida……………..Para…………. 

3. Occupation  

Housewife                Business             Vocational skills            Wage employment 

Government employment             Private employment              Other (Specify) 

……………………….. 

4. Educational Level 

Illiterate                Primary graduate             Intermediate school graduate  

Secondary graduate              Institute graduate             College graduate and higher  

5. Residency                 Rural                Urban  

6. Antenatal care  

No               1 time              2 times                   3 times            4times and more 

 

7. Type of delivery     Normal vaginal                    C/S with GA 

                                C/S without GA 

 

8. Monthly family income   Insufficient              sufficient                 sufficient with 

exceed  

9. Ethnicity: Kurdish                 Arabic             Yazidi             Turkuman             

Syrian        

10. What should be the first food for a baby?  

     a. Water       b. Breastmilk          c. Formula Milk         d. prelacteal    e. All the above 

11. Do you know about benefits of BF for the infant? Yes                      No 

Whatare…………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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12. Do you know about the benefits of BF for the mother?           Yes                     No           

What are 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………….…………………………………………………………………………….. 

13. When the mother should start the BF for first time after the delivery? 

Less than half hour          ½ to 1 hour               After I hour…………..  After 24 hours                  

Other specify……………………… 

14. What do you do with the first milk or colostrum?     

        Discarded                        Feed immediately 

15. Do you know about the exclusive BF?   Yes               No  

, and for how long?  

 a. Less than 1 week                              b. 1 week to less than 1 month 

 c. 1 month to less than 2 months         d. 2 months – 3 months     e-3 months to less 

than 4 months  

 f. 4 months to less than 5 months       g. 5 months to less than 6 months 

 h 6 months                                         i. More than 6 months 

16. Exclusive BF means?  

a.   Feeding baby with only breastmilk                        b. Feeding baby with breastmilk 

and water  

c. Feeding baby with breastmilk, water and solid foods.          d. Feeding baby with 

breastmilk and formula milk. e. I don’t know 

17. Source of information 

Friends                      Family              Health staff                    Mass media                                    

other specify…………………………………………. 

18. Doctors and nurses encourage BF? Yes                No 

19. Did anyone encourage u to give milk formula to your newborn?   Yes                 No 

20. What is the right time to start complementary foods? 

(1)3months or less  (2) 4 months    (3) 5 months   (4) 6 months (5) 7 months and above 
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21. What are the foods and/or fluids recommended to give a child under 6 months? 

(1) Only breast milk (2) Breast milk and/or plain water (3) Infant formula food or 

animal milk? (4) Others (specify)............ 

22. Is breast milk alone being enough for an infant during the first 6 months of life? 

(1) Yes (2) No (3) I do not know 

 

23. For how long the BF should be continued?  Less than 6 months                         

   6m – 1 year               1-2 years                            more than TWO year 

24. What were your reasons to start other foods or drinks in addition to breastmilk? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

25. How do your spouse’s family react towards breast feeding your child? 

a. supportive                          b. unsupportive                          c. I do not know 

       Attitude 

 (SA) Strongly agree (A) Agree (N) I don’t know (D) Disagree (SD) Strongly disagree 

Sn Option SA A N D SD 

26 
Giving breast milk for a newborn immediately within an hour after birth is 

important?  
     

27 
Discarding the first milk or colostrum is important before giving breast milk 

to a newborn? * 
     

28 After the birth of your baby, did you have the confidence to breastfeed?      

29 BF causes Breast sagging*      

30 Breast milk is more easily digested than formula.       

31 Formula-feeding is more convenient than BF. *      

32 Breast milk is less expensive than formula.        

33  BF can increase mother -infant bonding      

34 Breast milk is the ideal food for babies      

35 Babies fed breast milk are healthier than babies who are fed formula.      

Note. Items marked with asterisks are reverse-scored and the scores for each item are then 

summed. Higher scores indicate more positive attitudes toward breast feeding. 
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Practice 

36.  Have you received any formula samples discharge from the hospital?                               

Yes                No 

37.  How often should a woman breastfeed her baby? ……………times / day 

38. B-R-E-A-S-T-FEED Observation Form 

 

Q38-Correctness of body position Yes No 

1. Mother relaxed and comfortable 

2. Mother sit straight and well-supported back 

3. Trunk facing forward and lap flat 

4. Baby neck straight or bent slightly back and body straight 

5. Baby body turned toward mother 

6. Baby body close to mother body and facing breast 

7. • Baby whole body supported 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Q39: Criteria for grading for correct body position                                                                                                         Grade                 Score 

1. One criterion from mother’s position and one criterion from infant’s 

position or both from mother’s position          Poor                     0–2 

2. At least one criterion from mother’s position and two or three criteria from 

infant’s position                                   Average                3–4 

3. At least two criteria from mother’s position and three or four criteria from 

infant’s position or all criteria                Good                    5–7 

  

Q40: Correctness for infant’s mouth attachment during BF Yes No 

• Chin touching breast 

• Mouth wide and open 

• Lower lip turned outward 

• More areola seen above baby mouth 

  

  

  

  

Q41:Criteria for grading for correctness of attachment                                                                                         Grade Score 

Any one of the four criteria                          Poor                       1 

Any two of the four criteria                          Average                  2 

Any three or all the four criteria                     Good                    3–4 
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Appendix-III 

Knowledge, attitude and practices of mothers toward Exclusive BF in Erbil's 

Maternity Hospital- Follow up  

Code at first interview  ---------------------------------- Code at second interview---------------

--- 

2. Did she continue on BF? Yes                         No 

 

3. IF , yes type  of breast feeding? 

 

a. Exclusive    b.  BF with artificial formula  c .BF with soups 

d. Others …………… 

4. Assessing BF practice 

                           B-R-E-A-S-T-FEED Observation Form 

Q36-Correctness of body position Yes No 

8. Mother relaxed and comfortable 

9. Mother sit straight and well-supported back 

10. Trunk facing forward and lap flat 

11. Baby neck straight or bent slightly back and body straight 

12. Baby body turned toward mother 

13. Baby body close to mother body and facing breast 

14. • Baby whole body supported 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Q37: Criteria for grading for correct body position                                                                                                         Grade                 Score 

4. One criterion from mother’s position and one criterion from infant’s 

position or both from mother’s position          Poor                     0–2 

5. At least one criterion from mother’s position and two or three 

criteria from infant’s position                                   Average                

3–4 

6. At least two criteria from mother’s position and three or four criteria 

from infant’s position or all criteria                Good                    5–7 
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Q38: Correctness for infant’s mouth attachment during BF Yes No 

• Chin touching breast 

• Mouth wide and open 

• Lower lip turned outward 

• More areola seen above baby mouth 

  

  

  

  

Q39:Criteria for grading for correctness of attachment                                                                                         Grade Score 

Any one of the four criteria                          Poor                       1 

Any two of the four criteria                          Average                  2 

Any three or all the four criteria                     Good                    3–4 
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Appendix-IX 

 



 عیراق-حکومەتا هەریما کوردستانى

 وەزارەتا خواندنا باال وڤەکولینێن زانستى

 زانکویا پولیتەکنیک یا دهوک

 کولیژا تەکنیکى تەندروستى شێخان

 

زانياری  و هەڵسوکەوت و کارى دایکان ل سەرپێدانی شيری 

 سروشتى بەتنيا له نەخوشخانەى له دایک بوون له هەولێر

 

نامەیەک پێشکێشى کولیژا تەکنیکى تەندروستى شێخان زانکویا پولیتەکنیک یا 

دهوک  وەک بەشەک ژ پێدڤێن پێویستى بؤ بدەست ڤەئینانا باوەرناما ماستەرى ل 

 بوارى تەندروستى کومەل 

 ژالیى قوتابى

 زارا أحمد صالح

 بکالوریوس ب تەندروستى کومەل

 

 ب سەرپەریشتیا

 پروفیسورى هاریکار

 د.مسعود عبدالكريم عبدالرحمن

 

 كوردى 0202                 کوچى     2440                             زاينى   0202

 

 

 



 پـــــــــوخته

 

زانیاری و كاركردنى دایکان سەبارەت بە شیردانى سروشتى زۆرجار دەبێتە  :باکگراوند و ئامانجەکان

کاتی شیردانى بۆ یەکەم جار. ئامانجی توێژینەوەکە هەڵسەنگاندنی هۆی سەختی لە شیرداندا بەتایبەتی لە 

زانیاری و هەڵوێست و ڕاهێنانە بەرامبەر بە شیردان لە نێوان دایکانی ئامادەبووی نەخۆشخانەی فێرکردنی 

 دایکایەتی لە شاری هەولێر

تن بە ئامانجی خوێندن : نەخشەسازییەکی بە دیزاینی بڕگەیی نیمچە  تاقیکاری بۆ گەیشڕێاگانی لێكۆلینەوە

لە دوو قۆناغدا بەکارهێنرا. بۆ قۆناغی یەکەم، شێوازی نموونەیی یەک لە دوای یەکی ناهەڕەمەکی 

( دایک یان دووچاری مندال بوون بەبێ گوێدانە جۆری مندال بوونەكە، لە ژێر باری 0111گیرایەبەر کە )

ەمەکی گیراوەتەبەر ، کە بریتی بوون لە مندال بوون. بۆ قۆناغی دووەم، شێوازی نموونەیی سادەی هەڕ

( دایک بۆ لێکۆڵینەوە لە کاریگەرییەکانی رۆشەنبیركردنی  تەندروستی لەسەر هەڵسوکەوتی دایکان 011)

 سەبارەت بە شوێن و وابەستەیی پرۆسەی شیردان

م زانیاری دایکان زانیارییان هەیە لەسەر سودەکانی شیردان بۆ دایک و منداڵەکانیان بەاڵ % ئەنجامەکان

ی ئەو دایكانە پێیان وابوو كە تەنها شیر واتە شیردان بە  %1,40باشیان نییە دەربارەی شیردانی تایبەت، 

 %01دایكان شیردانی سروشتی تەنهاییان بەكاردەهێنا بەآلم لە چاوپێکەوتنی دووەمدا  %0,41شیر و ئاو، 

کە پێویستە لە دوای یەك كاتژمێرلە مندال  دایکان دەزانن %7041شیردانی سروشتی تەنهایی بەكاردەهێنا، 

مانگ شیردانی  7دایکان دەزانن کە مندااڵن پێویستیان بە  %0140بوون دەبێت دەست پێبكرێت و لە 

ی  % 444,( لەگەڵ ئایتمەکان هاوڕان،  % 01سروشتی تەنهایی هەیە، هەڵوێستی دایکان ئەرێنی بوو ) 

باشیان هەیە. لەکاتێکدا هەموو ڕاهێنانەکانی دایک پاش دایکان لە پێش قۆناغی یەکەمدا كاركردنی 

 چاوپێکەوتنی دووەم باشتر بوون.

رۆشەنبیری تەندروستی گشتگیری دایکان بە بەرنامە کان بە تایبەت بۆ گونجاندن لەگەڵ ئاستی ئەنجام: 

       .پەروەردەیی جیاوازی دایک و باوک بە بەکارهێنانی ماس میدیا و پێوانە کارپێکراوەکانی تر

 

 

 

 

 



 العراق–حكومة اقلیم كوردستان           

  ث العلميبحوزارة التعلیم العالي وال

 جامعة دهوك التقنیة

 الكلیة التقنیة الصحیة في الشیخان

 

 

 معرفة، مواقف وممارسات االمهات تجاه الرضاعة الطبیعیة الخالصة 

 في مستشفى الوالدة التعلیمي في أربیل

 

 جامعة دهوك التقنیة  كجزء من متطلبات-الكلیة التقنیة الصحیة في الشیخان رسالة مقدمة الى 

 نیل شهادة الماجستیر في صحة المجتمع 

 

 من قبل

 زارا أحمد صالح

 بكالوريوس صحة المجتمع

 باشراف

 االستاذ المساعد

 د.مسعود عبدالكريم عبدالرحمن

 أخصائي طب المجتمع

 

كوردي             0202هجري                            2440میالدى                                 0202  

 



 الخالصة

غالبا ما تؤدي معرفة االمهات و ممارساتهن فیما یتعلق بالرضاعة الطبیعیة الى صعوبات الخلفیة واالهداف: 

في الرضاعة خاصة عند الرضاعة الول مرة . تهدف الدراسة الى تقیم المعرفة والموقف والممارسة تجاه 

 یل . الرضاعة الطبیعیة بین االمهات االتي یترددن على المستشفى الوالدة التعلیمي في مدینة ارب

تم استخدام تصمیم مقطعي وشبە تجریبي لتحقیق اهداف الدراسة على مرحلتین . بالنسبة طرائق البحث: 

( من االمهات االتي كن 0111للمرحلة االولى تم اعتماد طریقة اخذ العینات المتتالیة غیر   والتي شملت )

ةتم االعتماد طریقة اخذ العینات یخضعن للوالدة بغض النضر عن نوع الوالدة ز بالنسة للمرحلة الثانی

( ام لدراسة تأثیر التثقیف الصحي على سلوك االمهات فیما یتعلق بوضع 011العشوائیة البسیطة من خالل )

 وتعلق عملیة الرضاعة الطبیعیة . 

من االمهات لدیهن معرفة حول فؤائد الرضاعة الطبیعیة لالمهات و اطفالهن ولكن لیس  %2.32النتائج: 

منهن ان الرضاعة الرضاعة  %1,40معلومات جیدة حول الرضاعة الطبیعیة الحصریة . اعتقد لدیهن 

كانو یرضعون رضاعة طبیعیة  %0,41الطبیعیة الحصریة تعني ارضاع االطفال بحلیب االم و الماء و 

م االمهات یعرفون ان  %7041كانو یرضعن حصریا من الثدي . %01حصریة ولكن في المقابلة الثانیة 

من االمهات ان االطفال %0140الرضاعة الطبیعیة االولى یجب ان تبدا بعد ساعة من والدة الطفل . تعرف 

یوافقون على  %01اشهر من الرضاعة الطبیعیة الحصریة . كان موقف االمهات ایجابیا ) 7یحتاجون الى 

سنت ممارسة االمهات بع من االمهات لدیهن ممارسة جیدة في المرحلة االولى (بینما تح %,44,البنود و 

  المقابلة الثانیة .

التثقیف الصحي الشامل لالمهات من خالل برامج معدلة بشكل خاص لتالئم المستویات التعلیمیة الخالصة: 

 المختلفة للوالدین باستخدام وسائل االعالم وغیرها منالتدابیر القابلة للتطبیق .
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